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EMX 250 and EMX 300 

at Matterley Basin (Great Britain)

Under blue skies and sunshine FIM Europe’s EMX250 and EMX300 presented by FMF Racing clas-
ses have completed their British round at Matterley Basin. Aside from the epic weather and
perfect track conditions the racing was phenomenal as well.
The British fans where especially treated when Car Glass Honda’s Steven Clarke took the
EMX250 overall and Verde Substance KTM’s Brad Anderson won EMX300 presented by FMF Racing
and took the championship points lead at the same time!

EMX 250 - The ultra competitive EMX250 class continued this weekend in Matterley Basin for
the 5th round of the season. Revo Husqvarna UK had high hopes for a home race win with both
Martin Barr, the series points leader, and Mel Pocock, second in the standings, both racing in
front of the home crowd. However when the gate dropped on Saturday for Race 1 both Barr
and Pocock were out of the top 5 while Michael Sandner led the pack.
Behind Sandner was Tom Vialle from France but after 4 laps Vialle took the lead. Meanwhile
Car Glass Honda’s Steven Clarke was charging forward from a 5th place start and was already
up to 3rd past fellow Brit Josh Spinks.
With 4 laps to go Clarke took 2nd away from Sandner and started to close in on Vialle. On the
final lap Clarke took the lead from Vaille and Spinks took 3rd from Sandner with Honda Red-
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moto Assomotor’s Ma-
thys Boisrame in 5th.
Race 2 kicked off with
the first points leader
of the season and
round 1 winner BUD
Racing Monster Ener-
gy’s Pierre Goupillon in
the lead and Clarke in
second. Running in
third was Rockstar
Energy Husqvarna Fac-
tory Racing’s Mikkel
Haarup ahead of San-
dner and REVO Hu-
sqvarna UK’s Mel
Pocock.
Clarke was the first of
the top 5 to make a move, doing so on lap 4 to take the lead from Goupillon. On lap 5 Pocock
and his REVO Husqvarna UK teammate Martin Barr both took a position from Sandner.
Pocock and Barr now ran 4th and 5th as Haarup made his way around Goupillon for 2nd. The
following lap Barr pas-
sed Pocock for 4th and
Haarup took the lead
from Clarke. For the
next 3 laps until the fi-
nish the top five held
their positions and gi-
ving Clarke the overall
win Spinks 2nd and
Goupillin 3rd tied with
Barr, Sandner, and
Vialle at 32 points.
(The podium in
photo1, the start in
photo2).

EMX 300 - Race 1 of
EMX300 presented by
FMF Racing was led by
Verde Substance KTM’s Brad Anderson (photo3) from the start with GL12 Racing’s Mike Kras in
second and Ashley Wilde in 3rd. Voclav Kovar from the Czech Republic was 4th on his Gas Gas
early with Greg Smets in 5th.
Erik Williems was on a charge from 7th passing Smets on lap 3 and a lap later Kovar jumped
into 3rd. Meanwhile Kras was pressuring Anderson for the lead but on lap eight bad luck struck
the points leader when his bike gave out.
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The loss of Kras allowed Kovar into second, Wilde into third and promoted iFly JK Racing Ya-
maha’s Manuel Iacopi to 4th after starting in 8th. A1M Husqvarna’s Andero Lusbo took 5th from
Smets with 3 laps to go and held onto the top 5 till the finish.

Race 2 was led by Iacopi off the start ahead of Lusbo, Kras, and Smets. Race 1’s winner Brad
Anderson was back in 6th the first two laps. As Kras rode in third another mechanical took him
out of the race and giving the red plate holder coming into the weekend a heart breaking dou-
ble zero score.
With Kras out Anderson moved up into 4th on lap 3 while Lusbo took over the lead from Iacopi
on lap 4. Smets was into 2nd only one lap later as Iacopi pulled of the track with a rear wheel
issue. Next to take 2nd was Anderson from Smets as the Belgian dropped 4 positions. Into third
was Erik Willems but he was passed only a lap later by Kovar.
Across the finish line Lusbo took the race win with Anderson second, Kovar third, Willems
fourth, and Wilde fifth. In the overall result Brad Anderson won followed by Kovar and Lusbo.
Anderson’s win along with the misfortune of Kras gives the defending Champion the red plate
and a 26 point lead in the championship.

Full results on FIM Europe website: http://www.fim-europe.eu/events/556

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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